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S-, P-, and D-wave resonances in positronium–lithium-atom scattering

P. K. Biswas
Instituto de Fı´sica Teo´rica, Universidade Estadual Paulista, 01.405-900 Sa˜o Paulo, Sa˜o Paulo, Brazil
~Received 27 October 1998; revised manuscript received 5 May 1999; published 8 December 1999!

We investigate ortho-positronium–lithium-atom~Ps-Li! scattering using static-exchange and three-Ps-state
coupled-channel calculations. The present three-Ps-state scheme, while closely agreeing with the resonance
and binding energies in the Ps-H system, predictsS-, P-, andD-wave resonances at 4.25 eV, 4.9 eV, and,,, 5.25
eV, respectively, in the electronic spin-singlet channel of Ps-Li scattering. The present calculation also yields
a Ps-Li binding in this attractive singlet channel with an approximate binding energy of 0.218 eV, which is in
adherence with the recent findings of a chemically stable PsLi system using stocastic variational and quantum
Monte Carlo calculations. We further report elastic, Ps(2s)-, and Ps(2p)-excitation cross sections at low to
medium energies~0.068–30 eV!.

PACS number~s!: 36.10.Dr
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Positronium ~Ps!, having an internal charge and ma
symmetry, is believed to be capable of providing interest
and new dynamical information from its scattering with m
ter after the fundamental electron and positron impact stu
@1#. Positronium-beam studies now play an important role
the domain of both physics and chemistry and especiall
the study of condensed-matter physics and surface phy
@2,3#. The neutral character of Ps and the intimate interac
affinity of its positron with matter make it attractive as
probe. However, to have a reliable conclusion of these s
ies one needs to have a fair understanding of the positron
positronium interaction dynamics with the atomic species
cluding the resonance behavior@4–7# and the formation of
Ps or Ps-target bound states@6–18#, respectively.

Among positronium impact studies, Ps-H is the mos
visited system that is found to form resonance@4–7# in the
S-wave singlet channel of two electrons~of Ps and of H! and
form a chemically stable positronium hydride~PsH! bound
state@6–10,13,14,16#. The resonance formation in Ps-H h
been interpreted, by Drachman@8#, as a consequence of th
attachment of the Rydberg states of the positron to the
glet H2 ion. Recently,P- andD-wave resonances have als
been reported@6# in the singlet channel of Ps-H scattering,
addition to theS-wave resonance reported earlier in seve
calculations@4,5#. On the other hand, the next highly visite
system is Ps-He@19–22#, where the attractive electroni
spin-singlet scattering channel does not exist and no r
nance or binding aspect has been reported in this closed-
atom @23# and also in Ne and Ar@24#. After hydrogen, the
next open-shell atom is lithium. In recent studies, using s
chastic variational and quantum Monte Carlo calculatio
lithium is reported to form a bound state with P
@11,12,15,17#. Also there are other calculations as well in t
Ps-Li system@25,26# investigating its chemical stability. Th
existing singlet or triplet channel of the four electrons of t
ortho-Ps(1s) –Li(1s 22s) system basically corresponds
the singlet or triplet channel of the pair containing the v
lence electron of lithium and the electron of Ps, since
core of Li(1s 22s) is in a singlet state. In that sense th
dynamics of the ortho-Ps-Li scattering could bear close
semblance to the Ps-H case and could lead to resonance
binding features in the attractive singlet channel of four el
1050-2947/99/61~1!/012502~6!/$15.00 61 0125
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trons~one of Ps and three of Li!. We devote the present wor
to study the binding and the possibility of associated re
nances of the ortho-Ps-Li system employing a coupled ch
nel formalism in the framework of the momentum-spa
Lippmann-Schwinger equation.

In the calculations for ortho-Ps scattering from a hyd
gen atom, the resonance is found to be manifested with
inclusion of Ps-excitation channels in a coupling sche
@6,7#. It is also found that no resonance appears in a coup
channel calculational scheme with the target excitation ch
nels taken as a basis set@7,27#; nor are the resonances g
destroyed with the addition of target-excitation channels
the Ps-state coupling scheme@7#. However, the inclusion of
target excitation channels in the Ps-state expansion sch
has been found to improve the Ps-H binding energy by ab
7–8 %, and their effect on the resonance position and lo
energy elastic cross section is not very significant compa
to the inclusion of Ps-excitation channels@7#. This is quite a
reasonable feature owing to the high polarizability of 36a0

3

for the Ps atom. The recent finding of a correlation betwe
resonance and binding energies in PsH using coup
channel Lippmann-Schwinger equations with model e
change@7# and the consistency of these results with the m
surements and variational predictions on resonance
binding energies prompts us to visit the Ps-Li system fo
similar study of resonance and binding and the scatte
dynamics.

The Ps-Li scattering has the most complications o
many-body problem, but few-body techniques can be e
ployed for its solution. As already mentioned in previo
works @6,7,22,24,28,29#, the underlying charge and mas
symmetry of the Ps atom renders the elastic and all ev
parity state Ps-excitation channel potentials zero and r
forces the exchange interaction to play a predominant rol
its low-energy scattering from a neutral target. Neverthele
polarizability of Ps is very high (36a0

3) and it is of crucial
importance to include Ps-excitation channels in any of
calculational schemes to get a reliable prediction. We
dress the present work to study the resonances and bindin
the electronic singlet channel of the ortho-Ps-Li syste
Also, we focus our attention on whether the shifting of t
binding energy towards a lower value, with the growing s
©1999 The American Physical Society02-1
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of the target from hydrogen to lithium, associates with a
shifting of theS-wave singlet resonance position or not.
the present work we restrict ourselves to target elastic p
cesses, keeping the target frozen to its initial state, and
employ static-exchange and three-Ps-state models. This
cation of the expansion scheme, which can be justified fr
the vulnerability of Ps to excitation and our present motiv
tion of addressing the possible resonances in Ps-Li and
possible correlation with the binding aspect, it should be
tended in the future with the inclusion of target excitati
channels for a precise determination of the medium ene
total cross section, binding energy, and scattering length

In general, expanding the Ps-Li system wave funct
with respect to the Ps(xn) and Li(fm) states, and antisym
metrizing it with respect to the Ps and target electron co
dinates, we represent the total wave function as@6#

C65(
n

(
m

$Fnm~r4!xn~ t4!fm~r1 ,r2 ,r3!

1~21!S41Fnm~r1!xn~ t1!fm~r4 ,r2 ,r3!

1~21!S42Fnm~r2!xn~ t2!fm~r1 ,r4 ,r3!%

1~21!S43Fnm~r3!xn~ t3!fm~r1 ,r2 ,r4!,

where r1 ,r2 ,r3 are the electron coordinates of the lithiu
andx,r4 are the coordinates of the positron and electron
the Ps atom. IndicesS4 j , j 51,2,3, represent the total spin o
the pair of electronsr4 and r j and t i5x2r i , ri5(x1r i)/2.
The spin of the positron will conserve separately and
electron exchange profile of the Ps-Li system correspo
exactly to thee22Li system. In the above expression, sp
parts of the wave function are not explicitly shown.

Averaging over spin-states, we recast the tim
independent Schro¨dinger equation into the following
momentum-space Lippmann-Schwinger~LS! scattering inte-
gral equation@30#:

f n8m8,nm
6

~k f ,k i !

5Bn8m8,nm
6

~k f ,k i !2
1

2p2 (
n9

(
m9

3E dk9
Bn8m8,n9m9

6
~k f ,k9! f n9m9,nm

6
~k9,k i !

kn9m9
2

2k921 i0
, ~1!

where f 6 represent the singlet~1! and triplet (2) ampli-
tudes corresponding to the four-electron Ps-Li syste
kn9m9

2
52m/\2(E2en92Ym9) with en9 and Ym9 are the

binding energies of the intermediate Ps and Li states;m is the
reduced mass of Ps andE is the total energy of the system
As the core of the lithium ground state is in a singlet st
and we are not considering any excitation of Li, the fou
electron system could be either in a singlet or in a trip
state depending on whether the pair containing the Ps e
tron and the valance electron of Li is in a singlet or trip
state, respectively. In the summation over final spin sta
the two-electron singlet-state exchange terms of the Ps e
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tron with any core electron leading to the core excitation
Li are excluded as the lithium excitation will not be consi
ered in this calculation. To analyze the effect of the core,
this neutral Ps projectile, we also present results for the 3
state model where the exchange with the core, which
purely repulsive potential here in the absence of any ta
excitation~exchange between like spins!, is neglected. This
will give an estimation of the effect of the core in the bindin
and resonance feature. In the above equation,B6 are the
potentials for the singlet~1! and triplet (2) channels, re-
spectively. The direct amplitudes of this equation are exa
the Born amplitudes given by

Bn8m8,nm
D

~k f ,k i !52
1

pE dr1dr2dr3dr4dx e2 ik f•r4

3xn8
* ~ t4!fm8

* ~r1 ,r2 ,r3!Vint

3xn~ t4!fm~r1 ,r2 ,r3!eiki•r4. ~2!

In the present case we shall not consider excitation
lithium, and both the indicesm andm8 would correspond to
the Li(1s 22s) ground state;Vint is the Coulomb interactions
between Ps and Li and is given by

Vint5
1

x
2(

j 51

3
1

ux2r j u
2

1

r 4
1(

j 51

3
1

r 4 j
,

wherer4 j5r42r j and the total Hamiltonian is given by

H5HPs1HLi1Vint .

Changing the set of variables$x,r4% to $r4 ,t4% and inte-
grating the Born amplitude overr4, we can rewrite it as
@31,32#

Bn8m8,nm
D

~k f ,k i !5
4

q2
^fm8~r1 ,r2 ,r3!u3

2(
j 51

3

eiq•r j ufm~r1 ,r2 ,r3!&

3^xn8~ t4!ueiq•t4/22e2 iq•t4/2uxn~ t4!&,

~3!

where k i ,k f are the initial and final momentum of the P
atom with respect to the center of mass, which is fixed at
lithium nucleus, andq5k i2k f . In the lowest-order approxi-
mation of static exchange,BD becomes exactly zero, as ca
be verified from the Ps-form factor of the above equatio
and the LS equation is solely governed by the nonorthogo
exchange kernel.BD becomes also zero for other even-par
transitions (n8←n) of Ps and the solution of the above L
equation becomes very slowly convergent with respect to
addition of channels due to the dominance of the non
thogonal exchange kernel or the short-range exchange fo
We overcome this situation by introducing a model exchan
potential in theab initio framework of CCA. In general, the
model potential for a particular exchange term where the
2-2
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electron (r4) undergoes exchange with a target electron (r j ),
say r3, is derived from

gn8m8,nm
E(3)

~k f ,k i !52
1

pE dr1dr2dr3dr4dx e2 ik f•r3

3xn8
* ~ t3!fm8

* ~r1 ,r2 ,r4!
1

r43

3xn~ t4!fm~r1 ,r2 ,r3!eiki•r4. ~4!

The development of a nonlocal model exchange poten
from the above expression has been elaborated in Ref.@22#,
and here we quote the final result for such a term leadin
a general exchange betweenr4 and r j :

Bn8m8,nm
E( j )

~k f ,k i !5
4~21! l 1 l 8

Qj
2

3^fm8~r1 ,r2 ,r3!ueiq•r j ufm~r1 ,r2 ,r3!&

3^xn8~ t j !ueiq•t j /2uxn~ t j !&, ~5!

where Qj
25(kf

21ki
2)/81C2$@am8

2 ( j )1am
2 ( j )#/21(bn8

2

1bn
2)/2%. Superfix j 51,2,3 runs over target electrons. Ind

cesl andl 8 are the orbital angular momenta of the initial a
final Ps states. Expressionsam

2 ( j )/2, am8
2 ( j )/2 represent the

binding energies of themth andm8th slater orbital of thej th
target electron in atomic units, respectively;m(m8) corre-
sponds to quantum states. Expressionsbn

2 , bn8
2 are the bind-

ing energies of the initial and final Ps states in atomic un
~a.u.!, respectively.C is the only parameter of the mode
exchange potential which is normally equal to 1 and can
varied from unity to yield a precise fitting of any low-energ
scattering parameter. In the present case of Ps-Li scatte
we keep the normal value ofC51 as there were no precis
low-energy scattering data available for the system until
submission of this work.

We use exact wave function for the Ps atom and
lithium we use the Hartree-Fock wave functions of Cle
menti and Roetti@33#. After a partial-wave decomposition o
the three-dimensional LS equation, the coupled equations
the singlet and triplet channels are solved by the metho
matrix inversion @30#. The maximum number of partia
waves included in the calculation is eighteen (L50→17). A
contribution of higher partial waves to the cross sections w
included by corresponding partial wave Born terms. It sho
be mentioned here that the convergence of the results
respect to partial wave contributions is very slow compa
to the corresponding Ps-H case. For example, at 0.068
the lowest energy considered, the Ps-H system result
verges up to the fourth significant digit with a contributio
from only one partial wave (L50), whereas for the Ps-L
system it requires two partial waves (L50,1) to achieve the
same level of convergence. At 30 eV, the Ps-H results c
verge up to the fourth significant digit withLmax511,
whereas for the present Ps-Li case, the same level of con
gence requiresLmax518.
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First we analyze the phase shifts for resonances and b
ing aspects. In Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, we display the presentS-
and P-wave singlet phase shifts for Ps-Li using stat
exchange and 3-Ps-state models. As anticipated, from
very similarity of the Ps-Li system with the Ps-H system
resonances appear in both theS- andP-wave phase shifts for
the 3-Ps-state model. In Fig. 1~a! we also plot theS-wave
singlet phase shift for the 3-Ps-state model where the re
sive exchange term with the core is dropped from
scheme. This shifts the resonance position to lower ener
of 3.95 eV and we shall see in the next paragraph tha
simultaneously shifts the binding energy towards higher v
ues ~more negative value!. Compared to the nature of th
corresponding resonances in Ps-H scattering, presentS-wave
resonance in Ps-Li is very sharp. TheP-wave resonance is
less sharp compared to theS-wave one. We also obtain
D-wave resonance but this is more diffused, as in the cas
the Ps-H system@6#. So, we plot the corresponding singl

FIG. 1. S- and P-wave singlet phase shifts~in radians! versus
incident Ps energy~in eV!. The jump in the phase shift byp radian
at Ps energy of 4.25 eV and 3.95 eV~a! and at 4.9 eV~b! corre-
sponds to Ps-Li resonances for theS- and P-wave scatterings, re-
spectively. Stat-Ex stands for static exchange; WCE stands
without core exchange.
2-3
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cross section in Fig. 2. The sharp structure in the cross
tion around 5.2 eV corresponds to the resonant behavio
theD-wave phase shifts. TheS-, P-, andD-wave resonance
are found at 4.25 eV, 4.90 eV, and 5.25 eV, respective
The accurateS-wave resonance position in Ps-H is at 4.
eV and the newly reportedP- and D-wave resonance pos
tions in Ps-H are at 4.88 eV and 5.28 eV, respectively@6#. In
Ps-Li, this is the first prediction on resonance and we co
not compare these positions as no other prediction was a
able.

To have a credible understanding of the variation of ph
shifts from the binding aspect of PsLi, we therefore p
k cot(d0

1) and ik versusk2 in Fig. 3 (d0
1 is the S-wave

singlet phase shifts!. This plot immediately suggests
chemically stable PsLi system as was recently found
Ryzhikh and Mitroy using a variational calculation@11,12#,
and by Yoshida and Miyako@15# and Bressaniniet al. @17#
and Carlet al. @23# using quantum Monte Carlo~QMC! cal-

FIG. 2. D-wave singlet cross sections~in units of pa0
2) versus

incident Ps energy~in eV!. The jump in the cross section aroun
5.25 eV corresponds to resonance in theD-wave Ps-Li scattering.

FIG. 3. k cotd and ik ~in units of a0
21) versusk2 ~in units of

a0
22). The corresponding abscissa of the meeting point of nega

energy extrapolation ofk cotd curve with ik curve represents the
binding energy of the Ps-Li system for breaking into Ps and Li
a.u. ~Energy56.8k2 eV.)
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culations. From a negative energy extrapolation, and fr
the t-matrix pole condition,k cot(d0

1)2 ik50, we obtain the
binding energy of the PsLi system as 0.218 eV for the 3-
state coupling model compared to the variational predict
of 0.316 eV @12#. Results for the binding energy improv
significantly from almost zero-level~0.008 eV! at the static-
exchange approximation to 0.218 eV for the 3-Ps-state c
pling, indicating the importance of the inclusion of th
highly polarizable Ps states in the coupling scheme. The
glet and triplet channel scattering lengths for these ph
shifts are 8.05a0 and 1.86a0, respectively. In another study
to estimate the effect of the core, we drop the exchange t
with the core of Li, which is purely repulsive in the absen
of core excitation. In this case, we get the singlet and trip
channel scattering lengths as 6.90a0 and 1.73a0, respec-
tively. The binding energy arising from the phase shifts
this later model neglecting exchange with core electron
0.318 eV, which is incidentally very close to the fixed co
SVM ~stochastic variational method! prediction of 0.316 eV
by Rizhikh and Mitroy@12#.

The present result for the binding energy including e
change with core is expected to increase further with
inclusion of target excitation channels, as we have see
the case of PsH@7#, where it was found to increase b
7–8 %. In order to achieve further convergence for the lo
energy scattering parameters, including resonance and b
ing energies, we need to add excited states of lithium as w
in the coupling scheme. However, present investigati
with and without the effect of core exchange emphasize
for Ps scattering, which possibly can move very close
lithium due to its neutral aspect, the importance of the c
effect could be significant in the prediction of low-energ
scattering parameters and binding energies, as has alr
been commented upon by Bressaniniet al. @17#. This pre-
vents us, for the time being, from including the Li-excitatio
channel in the present calculation, as the complication w
be enhanced enormously with a full three-active-elect

FIG. 4. Elastic cross sections for Ps-Li scattering using sta
exchange~Stat-Ex!, three-Ps-state coupling~3-Ps-state!, and three-
Ps-state coupling without core exchange@3-Ps-st.~WCE!# versus in-
cident Ps energy.

e

2-4
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consideration for lithium. But we are engaged in the proc
and hope it will be possible in the very near future. T
present study, which focuses on whether for the Ps-op
shell-atom system binding at negative energies for
S-wave electronic singlet channel is associated with re
nance at positive energies, predicts that both resonance
binding exist for Ps-Li. This feature is already well esta
lished in the PsH system@4,6,7#.

Next, we consider the angle-integrated cross sections
the elastic scattering. In Fig. 4, we present results for th
sets of approximations:~i! static exchange~Stat-Ex!, ~ii !
three-Ps-state~3-Ps-state!, and ~iii ! three-Ps-state with ne
glected core exchange@3-Ps-St~WCE!#. The Stat-Ex cross
sections appear highly nonconverged at low energies c
pared to the 3-Ps-state and 3-Ps-St~WCE! models. The struc-
ture in the elastic cross section for the 3-Ps-state and 3
St~WCE! models near 4–5 eV, compared to the Stat-
model, appears from the resonance behavior of the P

FIG. 5. Elastic and Ps(2s)- and Ps(2p)-excitation cross section
and total cross sections comprised of elastic plus Ps(2s) plus
Ps(2p) excitations in Ps-Li scattering using the three-Ps-st
model ~3-Ps-state!.
nd
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scattering in this energy region. A similar feature of the el
tic cross section was also observed in Ps-H scattering@6,7#.

In Fig. 5, we plot Ps(2s) and Ps(2p) excitation cross
sections along with the elastic results from the 3-Ps-s
model. In this figure, we also plot the total cross sect
~broken curve! comprising the elastic1Ps(2s)1Ps(2p)
cross sections. The total cross section agrees with the m
experimental trend found in different Ps-scattering proces
of having a peak around 20–25 eV and a lowering trend
the cross section thereafter with decreasing energy@34#. The
different sets of theories and experiments in Ps-impact s
tering collectively suggest a minimum in the cross sect
around the Ps-excitation threshold. This feature is also
ticed in the present calculation but at lower energies. In
absence of any prediction or measurement of partial and t
cross sections in Ps-Li, we could not make any direct co
parison of the present cross sections.

In conclusion, we investigate Ps-Li scattering employi
static-exchange and the 3-Ps-state CCA calculation usin
nonlocal model exchange potential. The 3-Ps-state sche
while closely reproducing the resonance and binding
Ps-H, predictsS-, P-, andD-wave resonances in the attra
tive singlet channel of the ortho-Ps-Li system and also
heres to the recent variational and quantum Monte Ca
predictions of a chemically stable PsLi bound state. T
work suggests that for a general Ps-open-shell-atom sys
the binding in theS-wave electronic singlet channel might b
associated with resonances in the scattering solution of
corresponding channel, as has already been found and e
lished in Ps-H@6,7#. The presence of both the binding an
resonances in Ps-Li reconfirms the chemical stability of
system from the above-mentioned binding-resonance co
lation. Omission of the repulsive core-exchange part fr
the 3-Ps-state scheme has been found to increase the bin
energy and simultaneously decrease theS-wave resonance
energy, which emphasizes the need for accounting for
effect of the core for the neutral Ps atom scattering.

The work was supported by the Fundac¸ão de Amparo a`
Pesquisa do Estado de Sa˜o Paulo of Brazil.
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